Disappear in the pages of a mystery....
on the coast of Maine
National award-winning author Penny Goetjen engages readers in a captivating trilogy
Caught on the rocks in the crosshairs of the storm
Manhattan interior designer Elizabeth Pennington puts the big city in
her rearview mirror and heads to Pennington Point Inn, the childhood
home she left behind to attend college—never to return until summoned
by her grandmother, keeper of the inn. Stunned to learn a female guest is
missing, Elizabeth can’t deny the case bears eerie similarities to an unsolved
disappearance on the property years earlier when the family ran an all-girls
school. Faced with her grandmother’s failing health, strained by the ongoing
police investigation, Elizabeth navigates treacherous waters to find the girl
and save the inn from an elusive killer. But as a deadly hurricane barrels up
the coast of Maine, she uncovers painful secrets that question everything
she thought she knew about herself, her family and her past.

Dearly beloved becomes dearly departed
Livingston is one of the oldest names in sleepy Boothbay Harbor and the
family is no stranger to tragedy. Losing both parents at a young age in what
authorities ruled an accident, Lucretia Livingston, the sole heir to the estate,
is left to pick up the pieces. But many locals question the circumstances
surrounding their deaths and if the family’s wealth was an irresistibly seductive
motive for someone to cross the line.
After receiving an unexpected invitation to a wedding at the Livingston Estateturned-inn, Elizabeth Pennington arrives unannounced, hoping to surprise
a friend who works there, only to discover no one knows her whereabouts.
Other disappearances soon follow and in her frantic search for answers,
Elizabeth stirs up long-since-buried memories the locals endeavor to keep
hidden, along with the scars left behind, and finds herself tangled in a trail of
betrayal, deception, love lost, and murder.

When murder checks in, the inn’s dark past resurfaces
Elizabeth Pennington returns to her roots to reopen her family’s historic
inn, which she lovingly restored to its New England charm after a powerful
hurricane nearly destroyed it. Unseen forces, however, seem hell-bent on
derailing her efforts, or worse—taking her out of the picture. The untimely
death of a young female guest in the inn’s fitness center appears to be a tragic
accident until authorities investigate and find there is more than meets the
eye. When a second body is discovered, Elizabeth fears the worst—a killer
in their midst. Feeling the strain from a mountain of debt and the pressure
to carry on in her grandmother’s footsteps as keeper at the popular inn,
Elizabeth is crushed when the town begins foreclosure proceedings, yet
remains steadfast in her quest to carry on her family’s legacy—until the
killer comes after her.
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